
College Glen Board Meeting 6/18/16 

Board Members Present: Jake Logsdon, Heather Messier, Jenny Wirtz, Alicia Bettencourt, Karen 

Dettman, Howard Maxwell, Eddie Lieu, Tony Edwards, Greg Alburn, Chris Alburn, Deron Hendrick, Mark 

Ogihara, Adam Parsley   

1. Volunteers for All-Star Hosting:  Jake put forward the necessity of board members, especially 

those without kid on the teams, will need to volunteer.  Need pitch counters, scorekeepers, 

announcers for minor and junior.  Reached out to Tony Edwards, David Hemphill.  Alicia, Jose, 

Karen, Adam will absolutely help out.  Eddie and Greg will step up to announce – Steve will help 

with an announcing template.  Also need Tournament Directors.  Jake proposed Darren as a 

good option for TD. Jake will need  

2. Field Prep for All-Star:  Deron will not be able to take care of the field.  We will need assistance 

with the mower (Jake). Only approved members may use the mower.  Jake will reach out to 

Todd Cardoso. 

3. Supplies: Need 3 dozen senior balls + 2 dozen minor balls from Bases Loaded (Chris). Balls will be 

in the snack bar under the security monitor. Ensure that we always have two blank, labeled 

score books.  They will be located in the snack bar by the scoring controllers. Need chalk- Mark 

will take care of that. 

4. PA System: Jake and Adam can set up in the morning.  Greg will set up for his announcing day. 

5. Dugouts: Jake will start wrapping the dugouts.  Andy and employees have almost finished the 

roofs for dugouts. Jake proposed to buy Andy a gift card to thank him. 

6. Sac State Camp:  Need to update port a potty cleanup to accommodate large number of kids.   

7. Kevin Brewer Match:  Jake proposed to begin using the funds for bathrooms.  Kevin proposed a 

sign dedicated to Mark Iwasa to recognize his contribution to the league.  Greg will look into 

ordering the sign if someone can create the imaging. Hope to have it ready for opening day.   

Open Items: 

1. Karen: Karen and Jenny will work on the distribution of uniforms.  Karen will set up snack bar 

volunteer list. 

2. Chris: Discussed the presentation of All-Stars for next year. 

3. Eddie:  Balance is $19,600.  Minus 6000 outstanding                              

a. Discuss the use of Intuit program for the use of credit cards. Eddie will look into this. 

4. Jake: Jake will create a spreadsheet with the volunteer positions needed for the All-Star Games. 

Board members need to look at dates from spreadsheet and sign up for where they can help. 


